Detect Wrong-Way Driving within 2 seconds

Intelligent Vehicle Incident Detection
Video Analytics Built-in PTZ camera

Benefits:

- The camera has Video Analytics function to detect Wrong-Way Driving and Stopped Vehicle on the road.

- The alarm information is automatically sent to TMS / VMS(*) for immediate action.

- High power 40x optical zoom with Image stabilization enables situational awareness at 1.3 times further distance than conventional 30x zoom camera.

(*) TMS: Traffic Management System
VMS: Video Management System
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Technical Advantage:

- Wrong-Way / Stopped Vehicle Detection By Video Analytics built-in camera

- Keep Accuracy under Challenging Condition
  - High Sensitivity: 0.015 lux @color mode
  - Intelligent Zoom Stabilization
  - ClearSight Coating

- System Connectivity
  - TMS / VMS support
  - H.265 compression with Smart Coding
  - Onvif S/G
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Application:
Detect wrong way driving:
Vehicle will be framed in red switching from blue

※Video used with permission from the Iowa Department of Transportation
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Application:
Detect stopped vehicle:
Vehicle will be framed in red switching from blue

※Video used with permission from the Iowa Department of Transportation